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BMW Photo Cup – Singapore
The partnership between two internationally renowned German brands –
BMW & Leica, resulted in an unforgettable photo shoot session for a
privileged few. The 2015 BMW Photo Cup with Leica gave budding
photographers the opportunity of a lifetime to learn the tricks of the trade
from acclaimed LEICA Camera Academy instructor Mathias Heng. Participants
were able to shoot BMW cars against spectacular backdrops within a tight
security facility which would not usually have been accessible to the public.
Working closely with BMW, Kingsmen highlighted the brand’s ability to create
unique lifestyle experiences with other luxury brands.

Casio Meet and Greet session with Daniel Ricciardo Marina Bay Sands
Japan watch manufacturer Casio, organized an exclusive meet and greet with
Red Bull Racing Team’s Daniel Ricciardo for the launch of the Casio Ediﬁce
watch. Held at the swanky Marina Bay Sands, the event gave fans the rare
opportunity to experience the contemporary features of the Ediﬁce watch
while getting up-close and personal with the F1 driver. To showcase the
watch’s ability for smartphone connectivity, participants, including Daniel
Ricciardo himself, competed in a timepiece challenge which required them to
swiftly change the time zone on the Ediﬁce watch using only a smartphone.
The event further highlights the partnership between Ediﬁce and Inﬁniti Red
Bull Racing to deliver world class precision and speed.
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